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Intro



Myriad Forms



Varied Interfaces 



Medical Device Connectivity
§ Health Level 7 (HL7)

§ Standard for transfer of data between healthcare applications

§ Most likely to encounter V2 and V3

§ No encryption

§ Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine (DICOM)

§ Standard for storing and transmitting medical images

§ Supports encryption, but it is often not utilized

§ POCT1-A

§ Standard for communications between POC devices and HIS

§ XML based (like HL7v3) w/ no encryption or authentication



Wireless Medical Bands (FCC)

§ Wireless Medical Telemetry Service (WMTS)

§ 608–614, 1395–1400, 1427–1432 MHz

§ Medical Device Radio Communications Service (MedRadio) = 401–406 MHz

§ Medical Body Area Networks (MBANs)

§ 2360-2400 MHz

§ Medical Micropower Networks (MMNs)

§ 413–419, 426–432, 438–444, 451–457 MHz



Toolset 



Toolset - Network

§ Portable Switch w/ SPAN Port (Dualcomm DCGS-2005L)
§ Software Defined Radio (SDR) platform

§ USRP B200, BladeRF, HackRF
§ Wireless Card (ALFA AWUS51NH)
§ Atmel AVR Raven RZUSBSTICK (x2)
§ Ubertooth One
§ Good Class 1 Bluetooth Adapter

§ SENA Parani-UD100



Toolset - Hardware

§ Shikra (JTAG, SPI, UART)
§ IC Programmer (ex: Xeltek SuperPro 610p)
§ Logic Analyzer (ex: Saleae Logic 16)
§ Dedicated JTAG/SWD Probe (Segger J-Link)
§ JTAGulator
§ Good Multimeter (ex : Fluke 115) + needle probes
§ Bench Magnifier and/or USB Microscope
§ Soldering Station (Hakko FX-888D)
§ Jumper wires, resistor/cap kits, headers, test clips, etc.



Assessing & Attacking



Testing Considerations

§ Device should be TEST device in LAB environment
§ Device should NOT be returned to clinical environment
§ Device should be configured for normal operation
§ All support systems should be in scope
§ Main focus of testing should be: 

§ Vulnerabilities that impact patient safety
§ Vulnerabilities that expose PHI/PII
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Device Discovery
Note model number 
+ search for service 

manuals, 
datasheets, etc. 

Lookup FCC-ID at 
https://fccid.io/

Determine any 
proprietary protocols 

and search for 
documentation

Check Google 
Patents for patents 
relating device and 

proprietary protocols 

Search for prior 
security research 

and disclosed 
vulnerabilities

Search for available 
tools (protocol 

decoders, libraries, 
utilities, etc)

Enumerate device 
interfaces (Ethernet, 

Serial, Wireless, 
etc.)

Look for external 
debug functionality 

on the device

Most devices have a 
‘service mode’ 

Credentials are 
usually hardcoded 

and can be found in 
service manuals or 

repair forums



Supporting Systems

§Medical devices often come with vendor supplied servers and software
§Config files contains encrypted or plaintext credentials, database 
connection strings, etc.

§Credentials sometimes found in log files
§Applications often written in .NET = fast reversing
§Reversing binaries yields hardcoded credentials, keys, etc. + help in 
reversing proprietary protocols

§Local authentication schemes are easily bypassed



Protocol Reversing

§Proprietary protocols are common in medical devices
§Often UDP based and unencrypted
§Some protocols have partial parsers written that can be added to 
§Generate input on device + observe protocol output = good method for 
simple protocols

§Reversing server side binaries helps with more complex protocols
§Looking for MITM, replay, device impersonation and weak encryption



Reversing Proprietary Wireless Protocols

Lookup FCC-ID, 
download 

documentation, note 
frequencies

Use USRP w/ 
GQRX to confirm 
device transmit 

frequency

Osmocom_FFT to 
capture on 

frequency + output 
to .cfile

Open .cfile in 
Inspectrum and  

identify modulation + 
encoding

Use GRC to 
demodulate, decode 

signal to binary



Hardware Discovery

Carefully open device 
(Be aware of tamper 

protection)

Bench magnifier or 
phone camera to 

identify chip markings

Write down markings 
of all chips and search 

for datasheets

Review datasheets for 
supported bus 

protocols (SPI, I2C) 
and pinouts

Check MCU datasheet 
for support for JTAG, 
UART, BDM, SWD

Look for debug 
interfaces (JTAG, 
UART, etc.) and 

marked test points 
(SPI)





Debug Interfaces
§ JTAG = TDI, TDO, TMS, TCK, GND (sometimes TRST)
§ SWD = SWDIO, SWO, SWCLK
§ UART = TX, RX, GND



Dumping Flash over SPI
§ Sometimes we can dump straight from the 

flash chip over SPI

§ Use Shikra/Bus Pirate with a SOIC Test Clip 

and Flashrom

§ Pins are MOSI, MISO, SCLK, SS, GND

§ flashrom -VVV -c W25Q64.V -p 

buspirate_spi:dev=/dev/ttyUSB0,spispeed=1M



Dumping Flash via JTAG

§ No SPI and chip uses FAST parallel busses 

§ Use Segger J-Link probe and Segger J-Flash

§ Microcontroller here is Atmel AT91SAM7X128

§ J-Flash is part of the J-Link software pack (free)

§ Can dump (or write) internal/external flash over JTAG



Some Vulns 



Common Vulnerabilities

§Unauthenticated Interfaces
§No Mutual Authentication
§No Message Integrity Protection
§Lack of Replay Protection
§Remote Denial of Service
§Unencrypted Protocols
§Weak Encryption Schemes
§Hardcoded Credentials / Keys



DICOM Query/Retrieve Service Class Provider

§ DICOM Q/R SCP allows querying of DICOM archive, such as a PACS server
§ Often only requires Application Entity (AE) Title to connect and query
§ DICOM does have Security Profiles, but vendors often do not implement them

§ Vendors publish DICOM Conformance Statements that contain: 
§ List of default AE Titles
§ Supported SOP Classes
§ If DICOM Query/Retrieve Service is supported as a Service Class Provider (SCP)
§ If any Security Profiles are supported



Exploiting DICOM Q/R SCP

Query DICOM Q/R 
SCP Service with 
pynetdicom and 
default AE Title

Run FOR loop 
through *wordlist of 
common surnames

Dump thousands of 
patient records 
from database

Use pydicom to 
display the data 

retrieved



Local Authentication Bypass

.NET application 
authenticates 

locally

Debug app in 
dnSpy and step 
through to auth
check function

Edit auth
function to 

always return 
success

Login to 
application with 
any password



Proprietary Protocol - MITM

Generate input on 
patient monitor and 
observe output in 

Wireshark 

Identify changing vitals 
data fields and 

encoding

Create Ettercap filter 
to change observed 

values to desired 
values

Use Ettercap to ARP 
poison w/ filter and 
display any desired 

value on central 
monitoring station

Protocol streams data over UDP from patient monitors to nursing 
workstation w/ no message integrity checks 



Proprietary Protocol - Device Impersonation

Reverse binaries from 
central monitoring 

station. 

Listen for UDP 
broadcasts from 

patient monitors + 
reply with proper 

patient data request

Patient monitors 
respond by sending an 

‘encrypted’ patient 
data packet

Decrypt payload by 
using ‘encryption key’ 
array found in .NET 

binary

Patient monitors use UDP broadcasts to identify central monitoring station. 
Monitor sends broadcast and listens for proper response



Weak Crypto – Example 1
§Used to protect PHI (patient name, ID, info) in transit

§256 byte array is hardcoded on each device and used as a key

§Decimal value of each ‘encrypted’ byte corresponds to the offset in array to 
look to for plaintext ASCII value  

§Only additional measure is a bit of byte reordering. For instance: 

str[i + 3] = str[i+4] d str[i + 0] = str[i+5] a 
str[i + 2] = str[i+6] c becomes str[i + 1] = str[i+7] b 
str[i + 0] = str[i+5] a str[i + 2] = str[i+6] c 
str[i + 1] = str[i+7] b str[i + 3] = str[i+4] d 
 

 



Weak Crypto – Example 2

For each ASCII 
character, compare it 

against it’s 
corresponding 

decimal value (think 
ASCII table)

If decimal value of the 
ASCII character is 

less than or equal to 
31, add 224 to it

If decimal value of the 
ASCII character is 

greater than or equal 
to 251, subtract 224 

from it

If the decimal value of the 
ASCII character is even, 

decrement by 4. ex: 
lowercase 'h' becomes 

lowercase 'd'. 

If the decimal value of the 
ASCII character is odd, 

increment by 4.  ex: 
lowercase 'i' becomes 

lowercase 'm'. 



Remote Denial of Service

§ Example 1: Patient monitor immediate crash + reboot if > 361kb sent to open UDP port

§ Example 2: WMTS system can be held offline with ‘cat /dev/urandom | nc –nvu $ip_addr $udp_port’. 

§ Example 3: Central monitoring system knocked offline by replaying traffic from patient monitor

§ Example 4: Null pointer dereference and subsequent crash triggered on stress testing system by 
sending bytes '016465666101’ to DICOM service



Plaintext Protocols / Poor Session Mgmt.
§ Unencrypted protocols seem to be very common in medical devices

§ Some devices use unencrypted (or badly encrypted) proprietary protocols

§ Many use unencrypted healthcare protocols such as *DICOM, HL7 and POCT1-A

§ Others use common unencrypted protocols such as SMBv2, HTTP/XML, and SLIP

§ Thick client from a major vendor switches to HTTPS to do credential exchange and then 
switched right back to HTTP 

§ Session token never expires, even after the client is properly logged out. Still worked 
a month later…

§ * DICOM supports encryption, but it seems to rarely get implemented…



Hardcoded Crypto Keys

Found backup copy of 
XML file w/ encrypted 

AD credentials on 
open network share. 

Google name of XML 
file, find software 

vendor
Download trial version 

of software

Reverse .NET binary 
to determine 

encryption and extract 
obfuscated key

Encrypted credentials 
end up being for a 

domain admin account 
(PROFIT!)

• The problem w/ encrypting credentials is you have to store the key somewhere…s



Hardcoded Credentials
§ Hardcoded credentials are pervasive and can grant access to interesting things…

§ Telematics device, communicates over 3G UMTS/HSPA 

1. Dump Winbond flash over SPI using Bus Pirate and flashrom

2. Use Binwalk to extract XML file containing *APN name and credentials, plus 
credentials for a server

3. Used Dell Wireless 5530 HSPA Mini-Card and Wvdial to connect to APN

4. APN grants access to vendor’s private (RFC1918 addressed) network. FTP server 
contains 11 versions of unsigned device firmware + config files with16 pairs of 
credentials for other servers and databases. OTA firmware update process retrieves 
the firmware images from this server! 



Some Recommendations 



Recommendations for Providers

§ Inventory medical devices and assess attack surface
§ Disable unneeded functionality 
§ Segregate medical devices from the general network
§ Disable unused ports that allow access to medical device networks 
§ Monitor for attack traffic
§ Report findings to device vendors



Recommendations for Vendors

§ Assume that attackers will acquire and RE your devices – design accordingly
§ Use TPMs for storage of keys, certificates, credentials, etc. 
§ Use standard cryptographic algorithms with secure key storage 
§ Give providers a way to change credentials, keys, certs, etc. 
§ Don’t run applications under admin/root privileges
§ Implement mutual authentication between devices 
§ Don’t encrypt credentials, hash them or use built in auth mechanisms



QUESTIONS
AND

ANSWERS


